Abstract. In this paper, we obtain the dual correspondence of the "work named" Zum Drehvorgang Der Darboux Achse Einer Raumkurve given by Woldemar Barthel [1].
Introduction
In the Euclidean 3-dimensional space R 3 , lines combined with one of their two directions can be represented by unit dual vectors over the ring of dual numbers. The important properties of real vector analysis are valid for the dual vectors.The oriented lines R 3 are in one to-one correspondence with the points of dual unit sphere D 3 [8] . A dual point on D 3 corresponds to a line in i? 3 ; two different points of D 3 represents two skew lines in R 3 . A differentiate curve on D 3 represents a ruled surface in R 3 . If ip ve (p* are real numbers and e 2 = 0 the combination tp = ip + eip* is called a dual number. The symbol e designates the dual unit with the property e 2 = 0. In analogy with the complex numbers W. K. Clifford defined the dual numbers and showed that they form an algebra, not a field. The pure dual numbers are ea*.
According to the definition pure dual numbers ea* are zero divisors. No number ea* has an inverse in the algebra. But the others laws of the algebra of dual numbers (a+ib, i 2 = -1). Later, E. Study introduced the dual angle subtended by two nonparallel lines in R 3 and defined it as <p = <p + e<p* in which <p and ip* are, respectively, the projected angle and the shortest distance between the two lines [5] .
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The set Also momentum dual rotation vector is expressed as follows: This dual rotation motion of dual Darboux axis can be separated into two dual rotation motions again. Here d\ dual rotation vector is the addition of the dual rotation vectors of the dual rotation motions. When continued in the similar way, the dual rotation motion of dual Darboux axis is done in a consecutive manner. In this way the series of dual Darboux vectors are obtained.
That is = -
